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The electron excitation functions of some fifty states from the 2p ns, 2p np, and 2p nd con-
figurations have been measured by the optical method. Corrections due to cascade from the
upper levels are important only for the np states and typically amount to 50'fo of the total pop-
ulation. The scheme of characterizing the excitation behaviors of helium by the quantum num-
bers I and S of the states can be carried over to neon if one expresses the wave functions of
the excited states of neon in terms of the IS eigenfunctions. For example, all the optically
allowed states exhibit very broad excitation functions and large cross sections, and the purely
triplet states have narrow excitation functions. For the other states, the wave functions are
expressible as linear combinations of those of triplet states and dipole-forbidden singlet
states; hence, the excitation functions have intermediate widths. From group-theoretical
arguments, we have shown that within a configuration 2p nl, the states with odd values of
J+ l have larger excitation cross sections than the ones with even values. This theoretical
rule has been well confirmed by our experimental data. In addition, we have deduced the-
oretically that Q(J=O) &Q(J=2) for the np states, and Q(J=1) &Q(J=3) for nd; and in a more
restricted way, that Q(J=1) &Q(J=3) for np and Q(J= 2) &Q(J=0, 4) for nd. These relations
are in good agreement with experiment with only a few exceptions. Most of the qualitative
and semiquantitative features of the experimental data can be understood from generalization
of the results of helium and by simple theoretical considerations. The excitation cross sec-
tions of the states with odd values of J+l have been calculated by the Born approximation
using atomic wave functions constructed by the Hartree-Fock-Slater orbitals, together with
a semiempirical treatment of the intermediate vector coupling. The agreement between the
theoretical and experimental values is generally satisfactory. The even-(J+l) states are
strongly influenced by indirect coupling; thus, no attempt was made to compare the experi-
mental data of these states with the Born-approximation calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of electron excitation of atoms has
received much attention in recent years. Despite
its relative simplicity compared to many other col-
lision processes, most of the published works have
been largely confined to helium, hydrogen, and a
few others including mercury, and some alkali and
rare-gas atoms. The studies of helium have pro-
vided us with very useful qualitative descriptions
of the excitation processes from which one canun-
derstand the difference in the magnitudes of the
cross sections and in the shapes of the excitation
functions of the various states in terms of the
Russell- Saunders coupling scheme. These qual-
itative descriptions were found to be applicable to

the case of mercury provided one takes into ac-
count the deviations from the Russell-Saunders
coupling. Quantitative comparisons of the ex-
perimental data with theoretical calculations, how-

ever, have not been completely successful even
for the case of helium, and considerable discrep-
ancy still exists between theory (Born approximation)
and experiment in some of the cross sections.
It has been indicated that more refined calcula-
tions than the Born approximation are necessary
in some cases.

We have conducted a detailed study of electron
excitation of the neon atoms. Other than their
importance from the standpoint of lasers, the
noble-gas atoms are of special interest because
of the large number of states which can be studied
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by the optical method and because of the break-
down of the I S coupling in these atoms. One can
then test whether the general conclusions deduced
from the studies of helium can be extended to the
heavier atoms to explain the magnitudes of the ex-
citation cross sections of a large number of states
and their variations with incident energy in a semi-
quantitative manner. The results of the neon work

may also provide the foundation for studying the
heavier noble gases and other atoms of the inter-
mediate- coupling type. Because of the complexity
of the atomic structure, wave functions of high
accuracy for the excited states are not readily
available and the calculations of the excitation
cross sections are much more difficult than the
calculations for helium. The results of our work
also furnish an indication as to what accuracy one
can expect of a Born-type calculation using wave
functions constructed by the Hartree-Fock-Slater
orbitals together with a semiempirical treatment
of the intermediate vector coupling.

II, EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQVE

The excitation cross sections measured and re-
ported herein result from observations at an angle
of 90' relative to the electron beam. These are
classified as oPtical cross sections and differ from
level cross sections. The latter are obtained from
the former by taking into consideration (a) cascade
into the level from higher states, (b) the availabil-

ity of several channels for radiative decay, and

(c) the anisotropic property of the radiation pat-
tern. When the anisotropy varies with electron
energy, the two classes of excitation functions
vary in shape as well as in magnitude. The ap-
parent excitation function of a level is obtained
by adding the optical cross sections of the lines
having a common upper level, i. e. , taking into
account only correction (b) above.

The apparatus used to measure the excitation
cross sections by the optical method may be di-
vided into four constituent components: (i) a vac-
uum system, (ii) an electron gun which produces
a constant flux of electrons, (iii) light detection
and data processing equipment, and (iv) an ab-
solute standard source of photons with which to
calibrate the detection system. The electronbeam
was produced by an indirectly heated barium-im-
pregnated cathode and directed into the field-free
collision region by an electron gun of pentode type.
The apparatus for detecting the radiation and mea-
suring relative excitation functions is displayed
in Fig. 1. More detailed descriptions of the ap-
paratus can be found in the papers by St. John et
al. and by Anderson et a/. The neon gas was a
mass- spectrometer- controlled grade supplied by
Linde Air Products Co.

A continuous scan of the spectral lines of the
neon atoms in the collision chamber was made in
the 3300-12000-A region. By making relative
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intensity measurements with a chart recorder it
was possible to estimate the excitation cross sec-
tions of the very weak lines. Upper limits were
placed upon the cross sections of those spectral
lines in which no noticeable signal stood out above
the background on the spectrogram.

The optical cross section Q» of a particular
radiative transition is directly proportional to the
entire photon flux I",& emitted per sec by the j- k'

transition from the collision chamber c as the
electron beam traverses a length I of the gas.
They are related as

Fq~ Q)~ (-I/e) NL

where I is the electron current, e is the electronic
charge, and N is the gas density. The photon flux
I'» is determined absolutely through a calibration
process which involves the observation by the
detection system of light from a tungsten-ribbon
standard lamp s which has a photon radiancy
R (X, T, 6&). The quantity R(&, T, bA) is the rate of

emission of photons, in the wavelength range from
X- b,& to X+ M. by the standard lamp at a true tem-
perature T, which are transmitted by the mono-
chromator. It depends upon Planck's blackbody
formula, the emissivity of tungsten, and thetrans-
mittance of the monochromator. Also, determi-
nations must be made of the effective radiation
areaA, of the standard lamp, the solid angles of
observation of the sources 0, and 0„ the trans-
mittances of the parts of the beams not held in
common y, and y„and the output signals I, and

I, of the detection system due to observation of
the two sources. As shown in Eq. (5. 28) of St.
John's paper, ' quantities relate as

Combination of Eqs. (1) and (2) gives

In order to simplify the determination of the
ratio Q, /Q„ the optical path from the standard
lamp was made to simulate that from the collision
chamber. This was accomplished by mounting
the imaging lens, monochromator, and photo-
multiplier tube as a unit so it could be rotated
to admit radiation from either the collision cham-
ber or the standard lamp. Since both viewingwin-
dows were made from the same material and of
the same thickness and the source-to-lens distance
was the same for both modes, the arrangement
was equivalent to replacing the collision chamber
by the standard lamp. Hence y, /y, is equal to
unity. With this particular optical arrangement
the ratio Q, /Q, may be written in terms of the

respective diameters D, and D, of the aperture
stop for the two modes as Q, /Q, =D, /D, . Also,
since magnification of unity was adopted for our
particular optical arrangement, the ratio A, /L
is simply equal to the width II of an auxiliary slit
which made physical contact with the monochro-
mator entrance slit, the long dimension of the slits
being perpendicular to each other. The auxiliary
slit was used when fluxes from the standard lamp
were measured, and set one dimension of A,

In terms of experimentally measurable quan-
tities, the cross-section equation for our system
is

Q,~=(4meH/IN)R(X, T, AX) (D, /D, ) (I,/I, ) . (Sb)

The emissivity data reported by Devos was used
to make the non-blackbody corrections for the
standard lamp. The bandpass of the monochro-
mator which decreases slightly with increasing
wavelength was determined experimentally for use
in the cross- section determinations. The fluxes
were modulated by the technique illustrated in

Fig. 1, sensed by a photomultiplier tube, ampli-
fied, and detected by a phase-sensitive lock-in
amplifier. The output signal of the lock-in am-
plifier from the two sources I, and I„respec-
tively, was recorded by a strip chart recorder.
Care was exercised to ensure that the lock-inam-
plifier and chart recorder responded linearly over
the range of photomultiplier signals used in the
investigation.

Special precautions were taken to ensure that
the light entering the monochromator always fell
within the rectangular area of the grating and to
make certain that none of the light exiting the
monochromator overflowed the photosensitive sur-
face area of the photomultiplier tube. For a more
detailed discussion of the apparatus and its opera-
tion, see Ref. 8.

Cross sections and excitation functions were ob-
tained from observations of the radiant flux emitted
normal to the electron beam. The strong lines were
emitted with little or no polarization. This was indi-
cated by the comparison of excitation functions of the
same transition made with flux having parallel and
perpendicular components, respectively. No differ-
ence was notedwithin apair of patterns. Whenpolar-
ized light is emitted from the collision chamber, its
relative compositions change with electron energy,
and the emission is anisotropic. A lack of polariza-
tion indicates an isotropic emission and that the ratio
of the solid angle of observation to 4m canbe used in
the calculation of the cross section without the aid of
a correction factor.

The optical excitation cross sections of neon
were measured over a range of energy from thresh-
old to 200 eV. Vfith the exception of the very weak
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near-infrared lines (2s- 2P and 3d- 2P), beam
currents never exceeded 500 p. A and gas pressures
were kept below 30 mTorr. A detailed study of
the light output as a function of beam current and
gas density was carried out for the ten most prom-
inent transitions connecting the 2P-1s levels.
The results of these experiments, illustrated in
Fig. 2 for the 2P9 upper level, showed that the
light output always varied linearly with current
and pressure for the conditions stated above.
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FIG. 2. Control experiments for the 2pe-18~ line
at 100 eV.

III. THEORY

A comprehensive theoretical treatment of the
vector coupling problem ln tmo-electron spectraq
including those of atomic configurations of thetype
2P el, has been given by Cowan and Andrew. ' The
Hamiltonian of the free neon atom is taken to in-
clude all the Coulomb interaction between the elec-
trons and spin-orbit coupling of the form

&;5; ( )r(l; .s;), (4)

where the summation is carried out over all elec-
trons outside of closed shells. The orbit-orbit
and spin-other-orbit terms are neglected. From
the one-electron orbitals R„,(r) F, (6$), one can
construct the basis functions of the I S represen-
tation and set up the energy matrix in this repre-
sentation. Within a, configuration like 2P nl, the
energy matrix elements may be expressed interms

TABI,E I. Comparison of theoretical and experimental
values of radiative lifetime of 19 excited states.

Lifetime
States Theory

(nsec)
Expt

(ref. 15)

Lifetime (nsec)
States Theory Expt

(Ref. 14)

ls4 30.5

ls2 2. 25
284 9.50
2g2 10.0
3dg 12.5

3d2 8.67
3g', ll. 6

3s4 24. 5

382 29. 6

31.7 + l.6
1.87+ 0.18
9.67+0.50
7.78 +0.80

13.2 +0.6
7.25 +0.6

12.3 +0.6
19.5 +0.5
23.1 + l.5

2p( 13.1
2p2 16.2
2ps 14.8
2p4 15.4
2p5 17.5
2p6 19.3
2pp 17.4
2p8 17.8
2pg 17.2
2p)0 23.8

14.4+0.3
18.8 +0.3
17.6 +0.2
19.1 +0.3
19.9+0.4
19.7+0.2
19.9+0.4
19.8+0.2
19.4+0.6
24. 8 +0.4

of the Slater-Condon parameters and the spin-
orbit coupling constants. These parameters are
then chosen so that the solutions of the energy
secular equation give the best fit to the experi-
mental level spacings of the 2p nl configuration.
For example, in the case of 2p np, the experimen-
tal energies of the ten levels of this configuration
mere used to determine three Slater-Condon pa-
rameters (E2, Go, G, ) and two spin-orbit cou-
pling constants (gz„, g„&). The wave functions
corresponding to the intermediate-coupling case
are then expressed as linear combinations of the
LS-basis functions. The radial part of the one-
electron orbitals R„, (r) were obtained by the Har-
tree- Fock- Slater self- consistent field method. '
The transition probabilities between states of some
ten configurations have been calculated from these
wave functions and were used in analyzing the ex-
perimental data (see Sec. VI). A list of some of
the values may be found in Sharpton's dissertation.
Recently, the radiative lifetimes of all the 2P states
and part of the 1s, 2s, 3s, Ss, and 3d sta.tes have
been measured. A comparison of the ex-
perimental data with the theoret;ical values de-
rived from these transition probabilities is illus-
trated in Table 1. Vfhile the agreement betmeen
theory and experiment is generally satisfactory
for the 19 states reported, in some other cases
the uncertainty of the theoretical transition prob-
abilities may be much higher. This happens
when the product of the radial wave functions of
the initial and final states & R„,(r)R„., (&) is pos-
itive in some regions of r and negative in others
in such a, manner that its integral over r from 0
to ~ becomes very small due to cancellation. In
other words the calculated transition probabilities
depend sensitively on the wave functions in the

overlapping region. An example is the case of

2p 5P versus 2P 3s. As a test of this sensitivity,
we have used three sets of wave functions, i. e. ,
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0 (n~„&=1)= ~e('P, )+PA('P, ),
$(ns„8=1)= —PdP ('P, )+ nP ('P,),
t)'(ns 3, Z = 0) = p ( Po)

g(ns, , 7=2) = P('P~)

(6)

Of special interest is the fact that the s3 and s,
states are pure triplet within the one-configura-
tion approximation, as mixing occurs for only
I S functions of the same value of J in any inter-
mec4ate- coupling scheme. Thus) excitation to
these two states takes place largely through ex-
change between the incident and the atomic elec-
trons; hence excitation functions have narrow
peaks near the threshold analogous to the case of
triplet- state excitation of helium. Furthermore,
the cross sections of the ss and s5 are in general
much smaller than those of sz Rnd s4. Figure 3
shows the theoretical (Born approximation) exci-
tation functions of the states of the 2P 5s config-
uration. We note that the two mixed states (J'= 1)
have much broader excitation functions than the
other two.

For the 2P nP configurations, the 4=3 state is
a purely triplet type ( D, ) and hence should have
excitation functions similar to those of ass and
ns5. However, a more detailed consideration

the Hartree-Fock-Slater functions, the Hartree
statistical- exchange scheme, and the Coulomb
approximation, to evaluate the integral f R„(z)
xR»(r)t'dr. The results of these three cases
are 0. 12, 0, 12, and 0. 28 a. u. , respectively.
Great care must be taken when using the theoret-
ieRl transition probRbilities to evaluate the RppRr-
ent excitation cross sections from the experimen-
tal data of optical cross sections.

The electron-collision excitation cross sections
ean now be calculatedby means of the Born approx-
imation. Since the wave functions of the excited
states are expressed as linear combinations of
LS-basis functions, the excitation transition in-
tegrals can be decomposed into components cor-
responding to singlet- singlet Rnd singlet-triplet
transitions. The Born approximation (without ex-
change) was used to handle the integrals of the
type ES = 0, whereas the singlet-triplet integrals
were evaluated by the Ochkur approximation. '
Using this method, we have calculated excitation
cross sections of the states associated with sev-
eral configurations of the type 2p gs, 2p np, Rnd

2p nd. Each 2p~ns configuration contains four
states which are designated in the Paschen nota-
tion as sa, ss, s4, and ss, Rnd Rre character ized
by the total J values 1, 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
Their wave functions are readily expressible in
terms of the I.S-basis functions Q of the same
eonfigurRtlon Rs
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FIG. 3. Theoretical level excitation functions of the
3g family calculated by the Born and Born-OchIolr ap-
proxlIQatlon. Cux'ves a~ bq c, and d give @{3+4)~ Q{3s2)a

6Q{3s5), and 18 @{383),respectively.

shows that the Born cross sections of some of the
mixed states also vanish when the exchange be-
tween the incident and atomic electrons is neglect-
ed. This may be seen in the following way. If
we denote the atomic electrons exclusive of the
(ls) (2s) core by the subscripts 1-6, and the in-
cident electron by 7, the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the incident electron and the atomic elec-
trons is

1'.*, 8707) &..(81 Vl)
&) 2k+ 1

To the extent that configuration interactions are
neglected, the atomic wave functions g; and gq
consist of linear combinations of products of one-
electl'oil GI'bl'tale of 'tile type R2p (r) FI~ (8$) and
R»(r) F, (8$). When the integration over the co-
ordinates of each electron is carried out for Eq.
(7), only the terms of & =0 and & =2 in the expan-
sloll of Eg. (6) sllI'vive. Oll tile 0'tllel' haIid, slllce

and Fzd (81 QI) are eigenfunctions of 7 cor-

For excitation from the ground state g, (Z= 0, 2p6 I

1, 2, . . . , 6) to an excited state (z(Z, M~, 2p'3p ll,
2, . . . , 6), the interaction potential connecting these
two states i.s

vq;(V)=f dJvd, dv, dr~

6

th) y if' d dtl d'rg (f)
Y)7

To perform the integration, we expand a typical
member on the right-hand side Rs"
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responding to eigenvalues of O, J, and k, respec-
tively, the integral

f g ) y' 1 (y /r )"1', (81 P1) g; d1'1 ~ ~ ~ dr 6

vanishes unless 4= &. Thus, V&; becomes zero for
the J = 1 and 4 = 3 states of 2p np, leading to zero
cross sections under the nonexehange Born approx-
imation. Theoretical excitation functions of se-
lected members of 2P'3P calculated by the Born-
Ochkur approximation are displayed in Fig. 4.
Ne note that the states with odd J exhibit narrow
maxima in the curves.

Although the Coulomb potential gives no direct
excitation interaction of the ground state with the
2p 3p, 4=1, and J=3 states, indirect coupling via
the J = 0 and 4= 2 states of the same configuration
may oeeur and broaden the excitation functions of
the states with odds over those shown in Fig. 4.
The importance of the indix'ect coupling in the ex-
citation of the 3 D state of helium has been re-
cently demonstrated. A detailed calculation of
cx'oss sect1ons due to 1ndlx'ect coupling, howevex',
is beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore,
conf lgul ation 1nteractlons may also px'ovlde Cou-
lomb coupling with the ground state. Neverthe-
less, for electron energy considerably larger than
the threshold, one may expect that the cross sec-
tions of the odd-J states are smaller than those of
the even-J states, i. e. ,

Q(2P'nP, J =0, 2) &Q(2P'n~, J =1, 3) .
Among the states which interact directly with the

ground state, one can further expect

Q (2P 'nP, J= 0) & Q (2P'nP, J = 2)

because the former involves integrals similar to
(9) with k = 0 which are generally larger than the
ones with k' = 2 that are responsible for exciting
the J = 2 states. The distinction between the in-
direct-coupling excitation cross sections of the
J =1 and of the J = 3 states is less apparent. How-

ever, we note that the 2p' 3p, J= 3 state is a, pure
triplet D3. If we assume that the relative strength
between the ground state i and the D, state f via
each of the intermediate states 4' of the configura-
tion 2p gp 18 proportional to gyp Vj,] p and that the
effect d e to each ' ter ed'ate state of this group
is additive, then the sum of V~~ V„ovex all the in-
termediate states of the same configuration van-
ishes when the states i and f have different total
spin. The assumptions cited above are, of course,
very approximate in nature. However, this does
suggest the possibility of a strong cancellation of
the indirect-coupling effect due to the various in-
termediate states so that the net indirect coupling
for the purely triplet state is much less signifi-
cant than that for the J = 1 states. This leads to
the conclusion that as a rule the purely triplet
states have cross sections smaller than the odd-
J states with mixed spin multiplicity, or

Q(2P'nP, J=1) &Q(2P'nP, J=3) .
For the same reason the 4= 3 states are expected
to have narrower excitation functions than the J
= 1 states. Since (12) was obtained with the aid
of approximations which may be rather crude, it
should not be taken to be of the same degree of
validity as (10) and (11). In deriving Rll three in-
equalities (10)-(12), it was implicitly assumed
that all the "mixed" states have a substantial com-
ponent of the singlet I 8 eigenfunction. If this sin-
glet component accidentally becomes very small
for a particular mixed state, the cross section of
t}lls stRte 111Ry dec1'eRse to the extent thRt (10)-(12)
are no longer satisfied. In See. VI, we see that
such exceptions do occur for the 2p 3p configura-
tion.

For the 2P nd configurations, the interaction in-
tegrals vanish for J = 0, 2, and 4. The J = 0 and
J=4 states are purely triplet ( Po and F4), where-
as the states with J = 2 are of the singlet-triplet
mixed type. Based on the theox'etical considera-
tion given above, one obtains

Q (2P'nd, J = 1, 3) & Q (2Psnd, J= 0, 2, 4), (13)

Q(2P'nd, J=1) &Q(2P nd, J=3), (14)

Q(2P &d, J=2) &Q(2P5nd, J'=0, 4), (15)

corresponding to (10), (ll), and (12), respectively.
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AgRlll, (18) slid (14) llRve R lllol'e gellel'Rl valldlty
than (15). Also, one anticipates the narrowest
peaks in the excitation functions of the two purely
triplet state8. Excitation fuDctlons have beeD cal-
culated for all the 2p'4d states using the Born and
Born-Ochkur approximation. The theoretical cross
sections will be given along with the experimental
results in Sec. VI.

One can apply the same kind of group-theoreti-
cal analysis to the 2P ns configuration as well, and
obtain indeed the same results as those stated in
the latter part of the paragraph where EIls. (5)
appear. The rule of classification of the magni-
tude of the excitation cross sections according to
mhether J is even or odd for all ns, nP, and nd
states as derived from group-theoretical argu-
ments, e. g. , (10) and (18), can be summarized
as follows: Within a given eonfiguI ation 2p'nl,
the states lvith odd values of 8'+l genel'atty have
larger excitation cross sections than do the ones
uith even J+l at electron energies considerably
above the threshold. Among each group of states
of either even or odd J+l, the variation of the
cross section with respect to J may be described
by (11), (12), (14), and (15). Experimental tests
of these ru1, es are discussed in Sec. VI.

Veldre, Lyash, and Rabik' '30 calculated exci-
tation cross sections of neon by the Born approxi-
mation. These authors used hydrogenic wave func-
tions and considered IS, jl, and jj coupling; thus,
no attempts were made to compare our calculated
cross sections with theirs.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The identification of spectral lines with the ap-
propriate transitions for neon were extensively
studied by Paschen. ' To avoid confusion between
the configuration notation and Paschen's notation,
we shall write 2p nl for a singly excited config-
uration, whereas, the symbols ns, nP, and nd,
which are not prefaced by 2P, refer to Paschen's
designation. In this mork, we have studied opti-
cal excitation functions of the transitions ns -n p,
nP-n s, and nd-n P. The experimental data are
presented in this section and are followed by adis-
cussion of the general shape of the excitation func-
tions in Sec. V. Cascade analysis, evaluation of
level excitation cross sections, and comparison
of the results with theory mill be presented in Sec.
VI.

A. 2p Family

The excitation functions displayed in Fig. 5 il-
lustrate how the optical cross sections of the ten
2P levels of neon vary from onset to 200 eV. The
curves were obtained by measuring the radiant
flux emitted from spectral lines which were well

FIG. 5. Optical excitation functions of the 2P family.

isolated from any known neighboring line of sig-
nificant intensity with the bandpass of the mono-
chromator set at 6 A or less. The absolute cross
8ectioD8 of 30 tx'ansltlons originating from tile 2p
levels mere experimentally measured at an elec-
tron energy of 100 eV. The results are presented
in Table II. The low-energy part of the 2P&0 func-
tion is shown in Fig. 6. The spike occurring at
18.6 eV is attributed to resonance and mill be dis-
cussed in Sec. V B.

The limits placed upon the experimental errors
were based solely upon the experimental repeat-
ability, i.e. , independent cross-section deter-
minations at different times, for various beam
currents and gas pressures within the range pre-.
viously specified, and for different temperatures
of the standard lamp. An error analysis mas made
of the measuring devices, e.g. , the electronbeam
current meter, the lock-in amplifier, the chart
recoxder, the McLeod gauge, and the standard-
lamp current monitor. Consideration mas even
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FIG. 6. Optical excitation function of the 2p~p level
showing the spike.

given to the scattering of the standard lamp with-

in the monochromator for some regions of the
spectrum. Only the uncertainties in the standard-

lamp ribbon, e. g. , the emissivity of tungsten and

the calibration of the true temperature, were ex-
cluded in the consideration of factors which were
believed would introduce errors into the cross-
section measurements. This analysis resulted
in an estimate of the probable experimental error
of 5-10/o, an amount less than the uncertainty of
the cross sections yielded by the experimental
measurements. The sources of the uncertainties
of the cross sections lie in instrument noise and

instability as well as in the accuracy of the mea-
surement devices. The noise and instabilities are
considered random in nature and dominate in caus-
ing the uncertainties. Each cross section listed
in our table is the arithmetic mean value, and the
uncertainty is the standard deviation of the cross
sections obtained for the transition.

Ug to this time, very little experimental excitation
data has existed for neon. The most extensive contri-
butions have been made by Hanle and by Herrmann.
Hanle's results consist of 16 relative excitation
functions for spectral lines of the 2P-1s series
over an energy range from threshold to 100 eV.
No absolute intensity measurements were re-
ported in his gaper. Herrmann, on the other hand,

published no excitation functions of neon. His
work consisted of measurements of the maxima of
the absolute optical cross section of 14 spectral
lines belonging to the 2P- 1s series and three lines
cascading into the 2P5 and 2P9 levels. Table III
contains a comparison of our maximum cross sec-
tions with those of Herrmann. The relative shapes
presented by Hanle and the absolute data published
by Herrmann appear to agree quite well with our
data when one considers that the early data were
obtained through the use of photographic plates in
contrast to photomultiplier tubes of modern ex-
periments. In a more recent paper by Zapesoch-
nyi and Feltsan, the excitation functions of
three prominent spectral lines belonging to the
2P-1s series are presented. The general fea-
tures of the three curves resemble the excitation
functions of the 2P&, 2P4, and 2P9 levels displayed
in Fig. 5. The locations of the peaks are the same
in both works. However, the excitation functions
reported here fall off more rapidly with electron
energy than do those of Zapesochnyi and Feltsan.

B. 3p Family

In order to see how the optical excitation func-
tions change as the n value is increased, the 3P
family of functions was obtained for comparison
with the 2P family. Great care had to be exer-
cised in order to obtain the ten desired excitation
functions of this family, as the 3P levels are more
closely spaced than are the corresponding 2P levels;
hence greater resolution was required from the
monochromator. Furthermore, the presence of
Ne ii lines causes additional complications. It
was necessary that slit widths of about 0. 1 mm
be used for some cases; only the 3P-1s tran-
sitions which were resolved from neighboring
Nei& spectral lines were studied. Most of the

3P curves retain the general shape of their 2P

counterpart. Only those showing significant
change are displayed in Fig. 7. The reasonsfor
the differences in shape are explained in Sec. V.

TABLE II. Optical cross sections Q» of the spectral lines for the series 2p ls at 100 eV in units of 10 cm .

ls2

2P1.

168+13

2P2

18 +3

2P3

0.20
+0.05

2P4 2p 5

43 +6 19+2

2P7 2p 8

1.9 + 0.6 6.2 + 0.7
2P g 2P 10

0.9+0.2

1.9 + 0.2
ls 3

~ ~ ~

ls4
ls5 ~ ~ 0

Q Qgq 170 +13
ls

9.8 +2.1
4.1 + 0.6
8.9 + 1.4

33+ 5
19+3

19+3
0.8 +0.1
3.4 + 0.6

37+6 95+14 42+6 96 +15 55 +11

~ ~ ~ 11+2
7.8 +1.5 35 +7

53~ga 7 0+1 5
53 +8
29 +4

88 +13

32+05
13+2

32+3 33+3

32+3 50 +6

~Spectral line corresponding to this transition could not be completely resolved from an adjacent less intense one.

Adjustments were made by employing theoretical branching ratios.
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TABLE III. Comparison of different experimental
data of the peak optical cross sections (in units of 10"20

cm ) of some 2P-» lines.

TABLE IV. Absolute optical cr'088 sections (in units
of 10 20 cm2) of the prominent spectral lines belonging
to the 3p-18 series.

Transition
Wavelength

(A)
Transition Qg~ at 100 eV

5852
5945
6074
6096
6143
6217
6266
6334
6383
6402
6507
6678

2pi 182
2P4-i@5
2p3-184
2P4-184
2pe-185
2P 7-ls'5

2pp i@3
2P8 185
2ps 184
2ps-1$'g

2P8 184
2P4 1~2

225 + 15
21
38 + 6
37 +4
63 + 9
7.5+ 1.3

22 + 4
34 +5
38 + 6
91 + 16
64 +10
48 +7

In Table IV, the absolute values of the optical
cross sections of the ten SP curves are given for
an electron energy of 100 eV. These values were
used in obtaining the apparent cross sections of
the 3p levels as mell as estimates of cascade from
the ten 3P into the four 2s levels.

C. ns, Families

Each ns family is composed of four energy levels
(Ilsa, ass, Ils4, Rnd Ilsl). Due 'to Rll 1nadec[uate
level of detectivity for the spectral region of the
2s-2p lines (9000-&7 000 A), it was impossible
to obtain optical excitation functions for the fam-
ily. However, curves were plotted for the 3s,
4s, and 5s families. The optical excitation func-
tions of lines originating from the levels of these
three families have the following interesting fea-
tures: (i) The curves do not show any noticeable
variation in shape with n value; because of this
fact, only the excitation functions of the 3s family
Rre presented 1n Fig. 8; (11) tile silRpe of the ass

3p~-182
3P2-les
3p3-lg4
P4 2

3P5-»3
3P6 1~5
3PV-184

3PB 18'5

3pe 1g$

3P&0-»5

12 k2
0.4 ~0.1
2.8+0.6
1 3
0.7+0.2
l.5 +0.4
1.1+0.2
l.2+0.2
1.2+0.3
1.4+0.4

Q& value vrhich was measured represents the sum of
the transitions 3P4-i@2 and 3p2-182. The contribution of
the latter ~as estimated from the cross section of the
3P2-lgs transition together arit the theoretical transihon
probabilities, and eras subtracted from the sum of Q&&
of the two unresolved lines.

ERch nd fRmlly 18 composed of 12 encl'gy levels.
These are designated in the Paschen notation by
the syxQbols ndl, ndl ~ nda ) nds ~ nd4 ) nd4, nds, nde q

Se]ected optical ex
citation functions of this family are given in Fig.
9. Since the d levels are so closely spaced, only
four (d2, d3, d4, and s, ) of the 12 types of levels
yielded lines completely resolved from other lines.

and n84 excitation functions are almost identical
and to a slightly less extent the same may be said
of the IIss and ns, excitation functions; (iii) finally,
the curves show no resemblance to the excitation
functions of the np levels which cRscRde into theIQ.
TRble Q gives the opticRl cr088 8ectlon8 of Rll sig-

nificantt

j- k transitions connecting the ns families
with the 2P family.

D. sd FBIIHCS

I I I I I I I I

lt

I I I I I I I I

a4hL.

4L'

I-
CP
4A I I I I I I
CA

I I I I
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Ol

I:

I I I I I I I I I

~d R

ELKCTRON ENERGY, eV

I I I I I I I I I It I I I
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l00

FIG. 7. Optical excitation functions belonging to the
3p family, FIG, 8. Optical excitation functions of the 38 faxQllV.
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excitation function with which the listing is asso-
ciated.

Table VI gives the optical cross sections of allI
significant j-4 transitions connecting the ~d fam-
ilies with the 2P family„Since many of the nd lev-
els merge as the m value is increased, resolution
of the spectral lines presented R real problem.
As one goes to higher n values, the ns,', ns,",vs~'",
and ns, levels shift closer to each other while
at the same time the nd&, ~d&, . . ., fade levels also
shift closer to each other. Thus, the radiation
into the 2P levels coming from the d levels is re-
ported in the last two rows of Table VI for n value&

of 5, 6, and 7 as though it originated from two dis-
tinct levels. (The merging ot levels for increas-
ing n values also occurs for the ns families, i. e. ,
n&& and ns3 merge while at the same time vs4 and

ns5 merge. ) The cross sections of those transi-
tions originating at levels greater than 9s or '7d

were found to be less than 10 cm at 100 eV.
This represents the detectivity limit of the sys-
tem employed in this investigation.

,Js2

),J=2}

I I I I I I I I I

0 I I I I I I I I I

0 40 80 l20 l60 200
ELECTRON ENERGY, eV

FIG. 9. Optical excitation functions of the d levels.
When two or more states are indicated, those in paren-
theses contribute an insignificant amount of intensity and

do not influence the shape of the excitation function.

In several of the other cases, the state being stud-
ied produced at least one line considerably strong-
er in intensity than the neighboring lines, judged
from a comparison of transition probabilities. The
dominant line controlled the shRpe of the composite
excitation function and hence yielded the shape of

the excitation function of the level under consider-
ation. The d6 state failed to produce dominating

lines of sufficient intensity for measurements of
excitation functions. The states listed in Fig. 9
which are enclosed in parentheses are considered
to be of secondary importance in controlling the

We present hei e R discussion of the generRl
qualitative features of the excitation functions.
%e shall point out a few analogies between neon
Rnd helium; hence, we shall first summarize the
essential results of helium;

(a) Those levels having optically allowed transi-
tions connecting with the ground state, i. e. , the
I' levels, possess a very broad excitation func-

tion whose maximum occurs around 100 eV. The
'5' and 'D levels have considerably narrower ex-
citation functions with maximum values located
near 50 eV. The excitation functions of the 8,
I', Rnd D levels are characterized by avery

sharp peak around 30 eV, which declines very
rapidly at higher energy.

(tI) The cross sections of the singlet levels are
in general much larger than those of the triplet
levels having the same n value. Furthermore,
among the singlet levels the cross sections of the
optically allowed 'I' states are much larger than

those of the S and D states having the same n

v alum.

A. SS FSI111CS

The states capable of dipole-allowed transitions
to the ground state are of the type 2P ns, 0 =1, or
usa and ns4 in Paschen's notation. Figure 8 shows
that these states indeed have the broadest exci-
tation functions. The excitation functions of mes

and ns, are seen to exhibit narrow peaks. As

explained in Sec. III, ~s3 and ns 5 are purely trip-
let states and thus have excitation functions sim-
ilar to those of triplet states of helium. Further-
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TABLE V. Optical cross sections Q&& of the spectral lines for the series ns-2P at 100 eV in units of 10"~0 cm2.

2P $ 2P2 2P3 2P4 2P g 2P6 2P8 2P 9 2P 10

2S2
2S3
2s4
2s5
3S2
3S3
3S4
3S5

4s2
4s3
4s4
4s5

K @I»
5»6, 7»8»9

0.5

O. 2b

0.1

5.5
&0.8"
&O. lb

o.4"
3.3"
0.3
O. lb

O. 12
+0.04

0.4
&O. 1"
&0.1
&0.1

0.1

0.8

0.2

0.1

1.3b

3.2b

~ ~ ~

O. 3'
o.v"

~ ~ ~

&O. 1"
&0.1

0.7

3.2b

ob

3.2b

O. 2b

1.3
1.8

vb

&0.1

O. 2
0.1
0.3

&0.1
0.2

5.o'

0.8

3.2
0.7+

0.3

0. 9
0.2
0.7

1.3 +0.5
«1.5'

5. 9"
O. 2b

0.5
0.3

ob

0.2 0. 2

&0. 1
&0.1

0.8
&0.1

0.4

20
4b

0.4

7.4+2. 0
0.6

1.6
0.1
0.8

2. 5

2 3b

&0.6"
4. 2
2.7+0.8
0

&0 ]
1.0
0.8

0.2
&0.1

0.3
0.2
0.1

~Errors approximately 20% unless otherwise specified.
Estimated using theoretical branching ratios.

~Estimated from experimental data.

more, from the results of helium as well as
theoretical considerations, we expect the cross
sections for the ns3 and ns4 states to be larger
than those of ns3 and ass. This is shown to be the
ease in Sec. VIC.

The curves shown in Fig. 8 are proportional to
the apparent excitation functions. In order to ob-
tain level excitation functions and to compare them
with theory, the cascade contributions must be

subtracted from the total population of the ex-
cited states. The major cascade transitions to
the ns states (n &1) lie in the long-wavelength re-
gion to which our detection apparatus is rather
insensitive. Although it is possible to ascertain
the cascade contribution by using theoretical tran-
sition pl'ohalHlltles (see Sec. VI), son1e of tile
transition probabilities are subject to a very high
degree of uncertainty, making it difficult to ob-

2Pj
o. 6"

&O. lb

~ ~ t

ob

& O. lb
&0 lb

0.4
5. 1

&O. 1'

0

0 vb ob

&O. lb
00.7

o.4'
2. 0

&0. 1

0. 1
0.3
0.5

TABLE VI Opticai cl 088 sections gyp of the spectral

2f» 2P5

ss',
3s( 0

~
~ ~ &0 lb

~ ~ 0
III

~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~

, ~, ob . ~ ~ t 1.2
3d( ~ 1 ~ 0. 8b

3di' ~ 0 oo ~ &0 ]
M2 4. vb 4. 6b

M3 0 ~ ~ 4 ~

4. 3
3d4 ~ 4 0 0 0 0

~ 0 0 0 4

M5 jl.3[
3de » ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~

1.5 2.2 &0. 1
4SII

III ~ 4 0, 8 o ~ e 1 0.6
III Isi

4d' 4d" 0.2
O. 8 &O. 1 2. 1 O. 3b

4d3 ~ & o. 1 ~ ~ ~ 0.20 +0.05
4d4, 4d4 ~ ~ 0 o ~ o ~ ~ e & 0 1 ~ 1

4ds, 4de 0.2 0.8" 0.3" 0.4b

(5, 6, 7)1' o. 4 o. v 0.5 o. 9
(5, 6, 7)n' o. 2 o.2 o. v o. 1

Errors approximately 20% unless otherwise specified.
Rstimated using theoretical branching ratios.
This gl oup includes the ns)» nsy» nsg» and nsg

O. 2b

O. 2b

1.lb
&O. 1"

& O. 1'
&0 lb

2. 2 +O.
O. 9'

series nd-2P at 100 6V in

PY 2P8

0, 7+0.3
&O. lb

~ ~ ~

o. 6'
7 8b

& O. 1"
2. 2

&O. lb
4.2

units of lo CIA,

~ ~ ~

ob

&O. lb

0 ]b

1.2
0.5

2. 9
1.8

1.3

&0.1

0

& O. 1"
&O. 1"

0.4

~ » 4

O. 3'
~ ~

&0.1

7.9
l. 0+0, 3
0.4

0.2 0.2

o. 4b

1.1+0.6
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2

0.5
3 ~ 3

&0.1

&0.1
0, 3

0, 4
0.9

&0, ]
1.6
0.20+0. 05
0.1
1.7

0.4
0.5&O. 1

1.1
2. 2

&0.1 0.5

ndg» nd3» nd4» nd5»

states with n= 5, 6, V.
~This group includes the nd~, nd~',

and nde states with n = 5, 6, V.
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tain reliable cascade estimates. Nevertheless,
if it is assumed that the excitation cross sections
of the optically allowed states of the 2p ns are larger
than those of the 2P nP states of the same n, it
is expected that cascade from high 2p n p states
to the optically allowed states contributes but a
small fraction of the population of those states.
This is further supported by the observation that
all the ns~ and ns4 states have excitation functions
of the same shape which differs greatly from the
excitation curves of any of the np states. If cas-
cading were to contribute a significant part of the
population of the ns~ or ns4 state, the shape of
their excitation functions would be distorted by
those of the n P states and the degree of distor-
tion would vary for different n. The constancy
of the shape of these functions with different n

values suggests a negligible cascade component.
In the absence of a detailed cascade analysis, we
shall therefore assume that the graphs for ns2 and

ns4 in Fig. 8 are representative of the level ex-
citation functions. The same kind of reasoning
cannot be applied to the ns, and ns5 states since
their direct excitation cross sections could be
smaller than those of some of the higher n p states.
If the apparent excitation cross sections of ns3
and ns~ do include appreciable cascade, the direct
excitation functions of the ns3 and ns, should be
even narrower than those shown in Fig. 8. In-
deed, the slight difference in the curves of 3s3
and 3s, may be ascribed to the larger cascade
population of the latter state (see Sec. VIC).

The shape of the experimental excitation func-
tions of the ns~ and ns4 is in good qualitative agree-
ment with the theoretical curves. The discrep-
ancy in the energy corresponding to maximum
cross section between theory (65 eV) and experi-
ment (90 eV) is to be expected in view of the use
of the Born approximation. One recalls a similar
situation for the n I' states of helium in which the

peak excitation occurs at 100 eV in contrast to the
Born theoretical value of 60 eV. Measurements
of the excitation functions of selected ns~ and ns4
states have been extended to 350 eV. From 200
to 350 eV, the rate of decrease of the excitation
cross sections with energy agrees well with the
Born- approximation ea1culations.

B. 2p and 3p Families

Of the ten states arising from the 2p'3p con-
figuration, only the 2p& state is a purely triplet
state ( D3). Inspection of the 2P~ function in Fig.
5 reveals an optical excitation function with a
sharp peak around 30 eV and a fast-declining tail
at higher energy. All the other optical excitation
functions of the 2P family possess moderately
broad peaks. This is in accordance with the the-

oretical discussion given in Sec. III. It should be
noted that even though the excitation functions of
these nine levels are broad, none are as broad as
the ns~ and ns4 levels which have optically allowed
transitions to the ground state. This feature again
is analogous to the case of helium.

The auxiliary sharp peak at 18.6 eV observed
in the optical excitation function of the 2P, O state
may be ascribed to resonance associated with a
negative-ion state. The same resonance peak
has been observed before ' in the study of elec-
tron scattering and metastable excitation cross
sections. The only other 2P states which lie be-
low 18.6 eV are 2P, and 2P8 (18.55 and 18. 51 eV),
but the radiation from the resonance level was too
weak to be detected by the equipment used in these
experiments in the excitation functions of 2pe and

2p, . A careful study of resonance peaks in the
2p states is being conducted by Walker and St.
John.

In the 3P family, the 3P9 state exhibits a triplet-
type sharp excitation similar to that of 2P9. Also
the optical excitation functions of 3p» 3p4, 3p7 p

3P» and 3P&0 are very similar to the correspond-
ing 2P states except the 3P&0 function exhibits no

spike. The 3P curves showing significant change
in shape over their 2P counterpart are those shown
in Fig. 7. These curves have sharper peaks shifted
toward lower energy and their tails decline faster
with increasing energy than do their 2P counter-
parts. This can be explained on the basis that the

2P states receive more cascade from the higher
levels than 3P states, resulting in larger distor-
tion of the level excitation functions. Of these
four sets of optical excitation functions, the P3
set illustrates this concept most significantly.
Each P, level is fed by five levels (s, , s2, s4, d2,
and d, ), each of which has a broad excitationfunc-
tion with a maximum near 100 eV. Subtraction of
the cascade contributions of the 2s» 2s4, 3s&, 3d»
and 3d, levels from the optical excitation function
of the 2p, state will yield a curve having a shape
similar to the optical excitation function of the
3P3 level.

A quantitative analysis of the cascade is pre-
sented in Sec. VI, where the level excitationfune-
tions of the 2P states are evaluated and compared
with the Born theoretical values.

Finally, we come to the consideration of whether
or not the cross sections of the optically allowed
members of the 2p'ns group are larger than those
of the 2p np states. In Sec. VIC we indicate that
for the 2P 4s group, (2s in Paschen's notations)
the apparent cross sections of 2s3 and 2s4 are
11&10 ' and 13&&10 ' cm, respectively, at 100
eV but no attempt was made to correct for cas-
cade. These values may be taken as a good ap-
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proximation to the level cross section in view of
the relatively small cascade population of the nsa
Rnd n84 stRtes RS explained previously«This may
be compared with the value of 6. 4~10 cm for
the 3P& state which is the largest cross section of
the 2P'4P group (see Sec. VIB). A similar com-
parison may be made between 2P'5s and 2P'5P.
The cross sections of 383 and 384, as will be shown
in Sec. VIC, are 6.0~10' Rnd 10~10' cm,
respectively, at 100 eV, whereas, the comparable
cross section for the 4P& state of the 2P 5P con-
figuration is 1.7&&10 cm, and cross sections of
all other 4P members are considerably smaller.
Thus, it is seen that the optically allowed states
of the 2P'ns group do indeed have higher cross
sections than the 2P nP members of the same n.

C. nd Families

For a given nd family, two of the 12 levels are
pure triplet states, and are designated as nd4'

('&4) and nd, ( Po). The exact shape of the exci-
tation function of any nd4 level could not be ob-
tained free of contaminating radiation from the
nd4 level. Furthermore, the only transition from
an nd8 level (3ds-2P~O) which could be obtained free
of nds radiation was so weak that we were unable
to make reliable measurements of the excitation
function. Nevertheless, from Pig. 9 we see that
the excitation function of the combination of the
4d4-2P9 and 4d4-2P9 transitions falls off consider-
ably more rapidly than that of 4d4-2P8 alone; hence,
it is in accordance with the observation that the
triplet states have sharp excitation functions. In
addition, all three optically allowed states (ns~',

nd„and nd, ) were found to have very broad peaks
in their excitation functions Rs shown in Fig. 9.
The remaining states exhibit excitation curves of
intermeddiate breadth.

Prom the results of the evaluation of the level
cross sections which will be presented in Sec. VI
D, we have the cross sections at 100 eV of the
three optically allowed states 4sl, 4d&, and 4d~,
as 2. 1&10, 6. 1&&10, and 1.3&&10 cm,
respectively, as compaxed to the corresponding
value of 6. 4&&10 cm for SP&. Hence, for the
2P nd configuration, the optically allowed states
do not have cross sections 38 large as the ones in
2P ns; instead, their cross sections are similar
in magnitude to those of the 2P nP, J= 0 states.

VI. DETERMINATIONS OF APPARENT AND LEVEL
EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS

For the 2P levels the intensities of the transi-
tions to all the lower states were measured. %e
obtained the apparent excitation cross sections by
summing the experimentally measured optical
cross sections Q;„over all the lower states &,

without having to use theoretical transition prob-
abilities, and thus eliminated one major source
of unceltainty. For Rll the othex' stRtes lt wRs
necessary to employ the theoretical transition
probabilities to determine the apparent excita-
tion cross sections from the optical data. Sub-
tracting the cascade contributions of all higher
levels from the apparent excitation cross section
yielded the level (direct) excitation cross section
QJ of the pth state, since the radiation was very
neRx'ly lsotroplc.

A. 2p FBmllf

The apparent excitation cross sections at 100
eV of all ten 2P levels were obtained by adding
the appropriate entries in Table II. The exci-
tation functions displayed in Fig. 5 wexe then used
to determine the apparent cross sections from on-
set to 200 eV. Cascade corrections were made
by using the data presented in Tables V and VI
and Figs. 8 and 9. Cascade contributions to the
2P levels from levels above 9s and Vd, estimated
to be less than 3%, were neglected. The level
excitation cross sections of the 2P states are given
in Table VII for electron energies ranging from
18 to 200 eV.

The experimental data in Table VII do confirm
the theoretical prediction of larger cross sections
for states with old V+I (see Sec. III), i.e. ,
q (J'= 0, 2) &Q (J = 1, 3) for the 2P group, with the
exception of 2P3. Another theoretical deduction
Q(8=0) &Q(8=2) as given in (10) is seen to be true
of 2p, , but 2P, has cross sections smaller than
those of the J=2 states. The reason for this be-
comes RppRrent if we inspect the wave functions
of the 2P& and 2PB states which can be expressed
as linear combinations of the basis functions in
the LS coupling Rs

C(2P, ) = e(2P'3u, 'S.) Se(2P'V, 'I'.),
(((2PS) = P4 (2P'3P, 'So) —~%(2P'3p, 'I', ) .

Using the intermediate-coupling scheme of cal-
culation as outlined in the first part of Sec. IG,
we found n=0. 99 and P=O. 14. Since $(2P'3P,
'So) is the major contributor to the cross sections,
the unusually low value of P is responsible for the
"anomalously" small cross section of 2P3. At
100 eV, all the J=1 and J=3 states have about
the same cross section, but as the enexgy is in-
creased to 200 eV, the cross section of the pure
triplet state 2PQ does indeed drop below those of
the J'= 1 states as predicted by (12) with the ex-
ception of 2P, O. Upon examining the data in TaMe
VII, we observe that while all four J=1 states
have apparent excitation functions of about the
same width, the level excitation function of 2p&0
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TABLE VII. Level cross sections of the 2p states in units of 10 cm2.

Energy (eV)
30 32 36 40 50 60

172 181 202 214 218 210
27 28 28 29 28 27
15 15 16 17 18 17
59 61 65 68 73 73
27 27 26 25 24 22
66 69 73 75 78 76
29 29 31 31 31 30
56 58 59 60 59 57
53 51 48 44 37 31
33 33 33 32 29 26

200

90
15
ll
40
12
36
14
17

6
5

160 180

106 96
17 16
12 11
47 43
12 12
40 38
18 16
24 20
10 8

8 6

120 140

136 121
21 19
14 13
57 50
14 13
52 45
22 20
35 29
13 12
13 10

2pi 0 86 113 153 181 157

2p2 1 18 20 25 25 23

2p, 0 9 12 14 17 15

2p4 2 44 48 55 70 64

2p) 1 24 28 27 19 16

2pe 2 40 49 63 69 61

2p7 1 23 25 28 28 24

2pa 2 46 51 56 49 41

2p9 3 36 51 53 22 18

2pgo 1 26 29 33 21 17

'Vhth the exception of 2p&0 for which a resonance peak at 18.6 eV was observed, the level cross sections below 22

eV can be obtained by interpolation with the value of zero at the onset. For 2p&0 the level cross sections at 18.6 and

20 eV are 46 and 18&&10 cm, respectively.

falls off more rapidly than those of the others.
In fact the shapes of tI1e 1evel excltatloIl functions

of 2plo and Rp, are rather a1ike except for the

sharp resonance spike (18.6 8V) present only in

the former, suggesting that the excitation of 2p, 0

ls less 1Ilfluenced by indirect coupling (see Sec.
HI) than tbe other three states of tbe same Z.
The explanation for this "anomalous" property
of the 2p&0 state lies again on the specific form
of the wave function. In general the wave func-

tion for any one of the J =1 states may be written

as a linear combination of the I S eigenfunctions

of 'I'~, 81, I'~, and D&. Our intermediate-cou-
pling calculations (Sec. III) give the coefficients
of the Il member in the wave functions of the

2P2, 2p5, 2pv, and 2p&0 states as 0. 57, 0. '78, 0. 25,
and 0. 08, respectively. In other words, of these
four states, 2p&0 has by far the smallest singlet

component, which is mainly responsible for the

indirect coupling, and therefore should behave

more like the purely triplet state 2P9 as far as
excitation cross sections are concerned.

Comparison between the experimental and the-

oretical cross sections at 100 and 200 eV is shown

in Table VIII. Since the Born approximation was

used for the theoretical calculations, meaningful

comparison can be made only for the J =0 and

J = 2 states, as the indirect coupling which is
neglected in the calculation is mainly responsible
for the cross sections of the other states. In

addition to the inherent uncertainty of the Born
approximation and the uncertainty of the Hartree-
Fock- Slater radial wave function, the intermediate-

coupling coefficients introduce another source of

inaccuracy. As explained in Sec. III these cou-

pling coefficients were obtained by fitting the ex-

perimental energy level spacings within a config-

uration to a simplified theoretical model rather

than by a completely first-principle calculation.

In view of the approximations adopted in the cal-

culations, the agreement between theory and ex-
periment at 200 eV is considered as satisfactory
except for the 2P& states. More accurate wave
functions of the excited states are needed before
making a critical teat of the Born approximation.

TABLE VIII. Experimental values of apparent and

level cross sections of the 2p states at, 100 and 200 eV

and comparison with the theoretical level cross sections
in units of 10"20 cm2.

States

2pi
2P3

2P)
2P(
2p(i

2P2
2Pr,

2PV

2P 10

2P9

Kxpt.
J app,

0 170
0 37
2 95
2 96
2 87
1 41
1 42
1 55
1 50
3 35

100 eV
Expt.

level Q

160
15
64
61
41
23
16
24
17
18

Theoret.
level Q

330
7.0
8.0

45
10
0.15a

0. 12
1.2

14
3.0

200 eV
Expt. hxpt. 1'heoret.

app. Q level Q level Q

103
31
63
64
55
30
32
42
33
18

90
11
40
36
17
15
12
14

5
6

180
3, 6
4.4

5
0.020'
0.014a
0.23
2 Oa

0.60

aSince allowance of indirect coupling chas not made in

the Born-Ochkur approximation, little physical signifi-

cance can be attached to the theoretical cross sections

of the odd-~l states given in this table. These numbers

are included merely to provide some measures of the

magnitude of cross sections which one can expect of the

effect of electron exchange alone.

3p and 4p Families

For the 3p family, it was necessary to resort
to theoretical branching ratios in order to deter-
mine the apyarent excitation cross sections. The
results are therefore subject to the uncertainty
of the theoretical transition probabilities. A sec-
ond kind of uncertainty arises when estimates of
cascade into the SP states are made. Since the
ns 3p and nd - 3p cascade transitions lie beyond

the spectral detectivity region of our system,
cascade estimates had to be inferred from ex-
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TABLE IX. Experimental values of apparent and level
cross sections of the 3p states at 100 and 200 eV and
comparison vflkl, the theoretical level cross sections in
units of 10 2 cm2.

States

3PI
3P3
3P4
3P8
3P8
3P2
3P8
3P7
3P 10

3P8

Expt.
appo Q

13
7.9
8.9

12
4.6
3e 3
8. 2
5.4
4. 3

100 eV

Expt.
level Q

64
10

5

3
1

1
1
1

200 eV
Theoret. Expt. Expt. a Theoret.
level Q app. Q level Q level Q

80
23
7.0
5.0
6.9
o.55"
O. 3O"

0.13"
4. 5'
1.Qb

42
9.1
5.6
6.0
8.2
-3.6
1.9
6.0
4. 3
2. 2

43
12
3.8
2.7
3.6
0.073
o.o6o"
O. 026'
Q. 60"
0.21"

aFor discussions of the accuracy of the experimental
values, see Sec. VIB an~i Sec. VII, paragraph (i).

"See Footnote a of Table VIlI.

perimental data on transitions from a particular
upper state to a 2p level along with the theoretical
transition probabilities from this upper state to
the 2p and Sp states. For the analysis of the Sp
states, we have taken into account cascades from
only Ss, 4s, and 4d. The level cross sections
were taken as the difference between the appar-
ent cross section and the cascade estimate, both
subject to a sizable uncertainty. When these tmo
quantities become nearly the same, as in the cases
«Sp5~3pv~ Spg~ and Spado at 200 eV, the levelcross
sections determined by this method have little
quantitative significance. In Table IX, me present
the experimental values of the apparent and level
cross sections a1ong with the theoretical 1evel cross
sections at 100 and 200 eV for the Sp states. The
experimental level cross sections here are of dis-
tinctly lower accuracy than the ones for 2p. It is
difficult to make an estimate of the errors as the
major soux ce of uncex'talnty originates fxom the
use of theoretical transition probabilities, the
accuracy of which is not known. In the absence
of such an estimate, we have chosen somemhat
arbitrarily to give the apparent cross sections
in two significant figures although this is not to
be taken as an index of the accuracy of the ex-
perimental data. The level cross sections, how-
ever, may involve much larger errors, and are
in most cases given to only one significant figure.
The even-J states clearly have larger cross sec-
tions than those with odd Z. In addition, Q (8=0)
&Q (J= 2) is evident. Unlike the 2P counterparts,
the level cross sections of SP3 are larger than
those of the J = 2 states. Examination of our in-
termediate- coupling calculations shows that for
the Sp the coefficients o.'and p as defined similar
to Ec(s. (16) are 0. 88 and 0. 4V, respectively.
With much less disparity between n and P, the

"anomaly" of having a smaller cross section for
a J=0 state than the J=2 states mhich happens
for the 2p family, now disappears. The uncer-
tainties of the J=1 and J =3 cross sections are
too large to make a sensible comparison of their
magnitude. The agreement between theory and
experiment in Table IX is quite satisfactory for
the J=0 and J=2 states.

Efforts were made to determine the cross sec-
tions of the 4p states. The 4p 1s transitions are
in the spectrum region around 3600 A, where ab-
solute standardization by means of the tungsten
lamp becomes rather difficult. Furthermore, me

mere able to estimate cascade contributions from
only the 48 states. Nevertheless, we obtained
for 100 eV the cross sections of the 4p] 4p3 4p4,
4pe 4pv and 4ps aS 2~10 5&&10

~
3~10

1)E]0 0, ] X10 30, and 1x].0 cma, respectively,
whereas the cross sections of the remaining four
states mere estimated to be less than 0. 5 ~10
cm . These cross sections have even lower ac-
curacy than those of the Sp states, and are given
here primarily to illustrate how the cross sections
decrease mith increasing n. We also observe that
within the 4P group, the states with Z= 0 (4P, and

4P3) have the largest cross section, and that the
states with J = 2 have cross sections larger than
the odd-4 states with the exception of 4p7. The
Born theoretical excitation cross sections at 100
eV for the 4P&, 4P3, 4P4, 4P6, and 4PS states are,
respectively, 2. 5~10', 19~10", 2. 9~10
1.8~10, and 3.4~10 cm, which compare
satisfactorily with our experimental estimates.

C. 3s and 2s FamiTies

The optical cross sections of the majority of
the Ss - 2p transitions were experimentally de-
termined (Table V). Theory was employed to
fill in the missing members. In ox'der to obtain
the apparent cross sections, it was necessary
that theoretical transition probabilities be used
to determine the radiation from the Ss to 3p and
to the ground state. For cascade analysis, it is
first necessary to measure the np-1s transitions
and deduce the np - Ss intensities by employing
theoretical branching ratios. By adopting this
procedure we were able to obtain an estimate of
the cascade from the 4p into the Ss states. Ex-
citation cross sections of the Ss states, both exper-
imental and theoretical, are given in Table X.
The remarks about the accuracy of the level cross
sections of the Sp states apply to this case.

The results in Table X reinforce our belief that
the nba and ns4 levels receive only a small part
of their population from cascade. We note that
the cascade contribution to the Ss, state is much
higher than that to Ss3. This is reflected in the



TABLE X. Experimental values of apparent and level
cross sections of the 3s states at 100 and 200 eV and

comparison with the theoretical level cross sections in

units of 10 cID e

States

3S2
3s4
3S3
3sg

Expt. a

J app, Q

1 7. 1
1 11
0 0. 30
2 0.94

100 eV
Expt. a Theoret. Expt. a

level Q level Q app. Q

6.0
10
0.25
0.5

l. 6
2. 2
0.015
0.078

5.6
9.7
0. 10
0.62

200 eV
Expt. a

level Q

4. 8
9.3
0.07
0.3

Theoret.
level Q

1.2

1.6
0.0023
0.012

For discussions of the accuracy of the experimental
values, see Secs. VI B and VII, part 0).

The apparent excitation functions of the 4d

states were obtained from measurements of the

4d 2p trRnsltlons RIMI the necessR1"y theoretlcRl
branching ratios. Cascade from the 4P states
was estimated from the intensities of the 4P - 1s
transitions along with the appropriate theoretical
transition probabilities, and was found to consti-
tute only R small part of the total population of
the 4d states. No measurements were made to

obtain cascade corrections from the higher eP
states and from the nf states. In Table XI are
given the experimental and theoretical cross

shape of the apparent excitation functions (Fig. 8)
in that the 3s3 state has a narrower peak than 3s&.

The agreement between the theoretical and ex-
perimental cross section is only marginal for the

optically allowed states 3sp Rnd 3s4. The large
difference between the experimental cross sec-
tions of 3s3 and 3s5 Rnd the theoretical ones is
not surprising because the latter, entirely due to
exchange effects, are very small. Errors in the
evaluation of the apparent cross section and in the
cascade analysis as well as any higher-order ef-
fects in the theory which lead to Coulomb cou-

pling of the 3ss and 3ss states with the ground state
may explR1n th18 dlscrepRncy.

Because of the lower sensitivity of our appara-
tus for optical detection in the infrared region
where the 2s 2P transitions lie, no measure-
ments of the shape of the excitation functions
could be made for the 2s family. The only useful
data which we produced were the optical cross
sections of the 2s - 2P transitions at 100 eV. Kith
the aid of theoretical transition probabilities, one
finds the apparent excitation cross sections of the

2s~, 2s4, 2ss, and 2s5 to be 11&&10, 13~10
0.4~10, and 1.4&10 ' cm, respectively, at
100 eV. No attempt was made to correct for
cascade. The corresponding Born theoretical
values for 2sa and 2s4 are 5. 0~10 ' and 6. 3

&&10
' cm, respectively.

D. gd Families

ct1ons of the 4d stRtes. The exper1mentRl datR

again confirm the dependence of the magnitude of
the cross sections on /+I as stated in (13). Fur-
thermore, we see Q(J=1) &Q(J=3) &Q (8=2)
&Q(J=0). Particularly striking is the difference
in the cross sections of the dipole-allowed states
over those of the forbidden ones. The 4d4 (J = 4)
state, however, has a cross section nearly the
same as those of the J =2 states, in contrast to (15),
The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear Rnd

further examinations should be interesting. It is
sensible to compare the Born-approximation cal-
culation with the experimental values only for the
4 = 1 and 4= 3 states. The agreement here is slight-
ly worse than for the 2P and 3P families.

Excitation measurements have also been made
for the M families. Since the 3d-2P transitions
are in the infrared region, it was necessary to
use much higher electron beam current to detect
these radiations. The efficiency of the monochro-
mator varies quite drastically with the wavelength
in the region of the 3d- 2P lines. Thus the ab-
solute intensity measurements of these lines are
less 1eliable thRn those of the 4d~ 2p lines. Al-

though the results obtained for the 3d cross sec-
tions also exhibit the general ordering of Q (+= 1)
&Q(8=3) &Q(8=2) &Q(J'=0), we do not consider
the data to be sufficiently reliable to be included
in Table XI.

TABLE XI. Experimental values of apparent and lev-
el cross sections of the 4d states at 100 and 200 eV
and comparison with the theoretical level cross sections
in units of 10 cm .

States

4d2
4d3
4s'"
4dI1

4d4
4s 1"

tIPPsl
4d"
4d3
4d6
4d4

Expt.
app @

22
65
15
3.1
2. 2
3.5
1.6
1.3
1,7
1.8

0 0.6
2, ()

100 eV
Expt.
level Q

21
61
13
3.1
2. 1
3.4
1.6
1.3
1.6
1.2
os 3
1.9

200 eV
Theo ret. Expt. Exp t.
level Q app, Q level Q

16
27
8. 2

0.66
0.23
1.1
0.042"
O. O23"
0.0074"
O. O53"
0.020"
O. O53"

21
64
14
2.0
1.4
2. 3
1.0
0.9
1.2

1.3
0.4
1.4

20
60
12
2.0
1.4
2 ~ 2
1.0
0.9
1.2

0.8
0.2
1.4

Theoret.
level Q

12
21
6. 2

0.34
0.12
0.56
0.0053"
0.0030
0.0010"
O. OO72"

O. OO23"

0.0073

For discussions of the accuracy of the experimental
values, see Sec. VII, part (i).

"See footnote a of Table VIII.

VII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

(i) Electron excitation cross sections have been
determined for the 2s, 3s, 2P, 3P, 4P, and 4d states.
The major source of uncertainty in the determina-
tion of the apparent excitation cross sections is
the use of theoretical transition probabilities (ex-
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cept for the case of 2P for which no theoretical
transition probabilities need be used). Cascade
generally has only minor effects on the ns and nd
states, but constitutes a much larger portion of
the population of the 2p and Sp states, typically
50%. Theoretical transition probabilities again
have to be used to determine the cascade into the
various states (except the 2p states). Since the
errors of the theoretical transition probabilities
are not known, we have chosen somewhat arbi-
trarily to give the apparent excitation cross sec-
tions in two significant figures, even though their
accuracy may vary greatly from one case to an-
other. For some of the SP states, the cascade
amounts to over VO/q of the population, and con-

sequently the level excitation cross sections are
influenced more strongly by the uncertainty of the
theoretical transition probabilities than are the
apparent excitation cross sections. For these
states, we gave only one significant figure for the
level excitation cross sections.

(ii) For helium it has been found that the dipole-
allowed states ('P) have the largest excitation cross
sections and the broadest excitation functions, the
triplet states have small excitation cross sections
and narrow excitation functions, and the excitation
behaviors of the dipole-forbidden singlet states
( 8 and D) are intermediate between these two ex-
tremes. Our results show that this scheme of
characterization of the excitation behavioxs by the
quantum numbers I. and S of the states can be car-
ried over to neon provided one expresses the wave
functions of the excited states in terms of the I S
eigenfunctions. For example, all the dipole-al-
lowed states of the 2P ns and 2P nd configurations
reported here exhibit very broad excitation func-
tions and the purely triplet states (2P'ns, 7= 0 and
2; 2P'nP, 8=3; 2P'nd, Z=O and 4) have narrow ex-
citation functions. The wave functions of the other
states can be expressed as linear combinations of
wave functions of dipole-forbidden singlet states
and of triplet states, thus the excitation functions
of these states have intermediate widths. One
minor modification to our generalization is that
while the dipole-allowed states of the 2p'ns con-
figurations indeed have the largest excitation cross
sections, the observed values of the cross sec-
tions of the dipole-allowed members of the 2p~nd

configurations are not all distinctly larger than
those of the 2P np states.

(iii) By primarily using a group-theoretical

argument, we have shown that within a configura-
tion 2P nl, the states with odd values of J+l show
larger excitation cross sections than do the ones
with even values. This rule has been well veri-
fied by our experimental results. For the odd-
(J +l) states, it can be shown theoretically that
Q(J'=0) &Q(J=2) for an nP group, and Q(J =1)
&Q (/= 3) for nd. Good agreements are found with
experiments. %'ith the use of certain special as-
sumptions, one can further deduce from theory
that among the states with even values of J+l, the
cross sections of the purely triplet states are
smaller than those of states with mixed singlet-
triplet multiplicity, e. g. , (12) and (15). Most of
our measured cross sections are in accordance
with this theoretical deduction although a few ex-
ceptions have been noted.

(iv) For the excitation cross sections of the
states with odd J+E, the agreement between ex-
periment and Born-approximation calculations is
regarded, on a whole, to be satisfactory, in view
of the approximate nature of the wave functions.
The even-(7+/) states are strongly influenced by
indirect coupling; hence, no attempt was made to
compare the experimental data of these states
with the Born theory.

(v) The most serious limitation of the present
status of the optical method for determining ex-
citation cross sections lies on its use of theoreti-
cal transition probabilities. This objection can
be removed if one can measure all the emission
lines originating from the excited states in Ques-
tion. Nevertheless, within the present limita-
tions, we have studied the excitation behaviors
of some 60 states. It is particularly encouraging
to see that most of the qualitative and semiquan-
titative features can be understood from general-
ization of the results of helium and by simple the-
oretical considerations. More accurate wave func-

, tions of the excited states are especially desir-
able to calculate transition probabilities as well
as to furnish a more critical comparison of the
Born approximation with experimental data.
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Absolute differential cross sections for the production of electrons by collisions of neon ions

with a neon-gas target and argon ions with an argon-gas target were measured. The cross
sections were doubly differential in angle and energy of the ejected electrons. The energy

range of the primary ions was 50 to 300 keV. Electrons that were produced by the ion-atom

collisions were analyzed in angle and energy, counted, and, from a knowledge of the other

parameters of the apparatus, an absolute cross section was determined. The experimental

results show some structure in the electron-energy spectra superimposed on a continuous

background. This is consistent with the predictions of the Fano-Lichten electron-promotion

model. Calculations based on the results of the Russek statistical model are compared

with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ionizing collisions of symmetric heavy ion-atom
collisions of the type

Ne'+ Ne -Ne' "+Ne' "+(m+ n —&)e,

Ar'+ Ar -Ar' + Ar'" + (m+ n - 1)e

are, in general, too complex to treat in a conven-
tional quantum-mechanical manner, and other theo-
retical models have been proposed to explain some
of the features of these collisions. Russek and his
co-workers' have developed a statistical theory

that successfully predicts the probability of an ion

appearing in a certain charge state after the col-
lision as a function of other collisional parameters.
Recently, Russek and Meli have calculated the
energy distribution of the electrons produced as a
function of the energy transfer in a collision.
These results were converted to cross sections by
Bierman et al. using the energy-transfer distri-
butions of Everhart and Kessel and empirical data
relating the distance of closest approach to the
energy transfer. ' Bierman's calculations were
compared to the energy spectrum of electrons from
argon obtained earlier at this laboratory. The


